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36th Convention Innovation of Petrokimia Gresik (CIPG) 2022 
OVER RP 240 BILLION, ADDED VALUE OF PEROKIMIA GRESIK THROUGH 

INNOVATION 

 

Number  : 32/PR/PG/VI/2022 

Day / Date  : Wednesday, June 15, 2022 

 

Innovation Petrokimia Gresik along year 2021 recorded capable create real value creation 
amounting to Rp240.68 billion for company. This is stated by President Director of Petrokimia 
Gresik, Dwi Satriyo Annurogo at The 36th convention Innovation of Petrokimia Gresik (CIPG) 
2022 at SOR Tri Dharma, Gresik, East Java, Wednesday (15/6). 
 
Dwi Satriyo disclose that, from the total real value creation, Rp66.19 billion or 27.5 percent 
among them contribute direct to acquisition profit company (direct financial benefits). This 
Becomes proof that innovation or improvements made by employee of Petrokimia Gresik is 
able give added value for company . 
 
“Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia in 2021 enter wave second, spike the case is enough high, 
the government also implements social restrictions. This condition obviously affects the 
industrial world. Alhamdulillah, this condition give energy for employee at Petrokimia Gresik 
to keep making innovation," said Dwi Satriyo. 
 
He explain, the real value creation is a contribution of 82% of employees who always think 
improvement along 2021 for the company. They joined in 1,158 innovation groups. The 
Involvement increase compared year previously which was only 71.2%. 
 
This Becomes proof that innovation is DNA for employee of Petrokimia Gresik and has 
Becomes part of company development strategy. 
 
“We realized innovation is key to survive in the middle various existing challenges. Because 
of innovation too, Petrokimia Gresik succeeded change challenge becomes opportunity 
During this half century," he said . 
 
As for some best innovation Petrokimia Gresik in 2021 presented at the convention this year 
including GIO Digital Office which is capable of lower frequency of a problem in script service 
creation and speed up the process. This innovation capable donate savings Rp839.6 million 
in 13 months. 
 
Next up, innovation from GIO Fleksi succeed decreased 50% Urea 1A Factory Downtime. 
This innovation capable produce a potency savings up to Rp252 billion in seven month. Then, 
Quantitative SS capable lower amount ZA fertilizer that does not in accordance specifications, 
from 46 thousand tons to 0 tons with Method of Volumetric, so that reduce the company 
potency of loss consequence complaint from end-user. 
 
Lastly, SS Slundar slundur success utilize waste congested results pool Installation 
Wastewater Treatment (WWTP) as ingredient raw filler in NPK Fertilizer. Based on calculation 
verification performance finance, implementation innovation the produce savings IDR 2.9 
billion in a year. 
 
Those fourth innovation have also succeed reach predicate “3 Stars” or highest category in 
event international convention innovation “26th Asia Pacific Quality Organization (APQO). 
That is, the innovation no only impact on earnings profit for company, but also inspiring and 
capable bring performance to the international level.  
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In the event “Temu Karya Mutu & Produktivitas Nasional (TKMPN) XXV 2021” from 20 groups 
of Petrokimia Gresik get 5 Diamond, 13 Platinum and 2 Gold. Next, in the event Pupuk 
Indonesia Quality Improvement (PIQI), from the 4 participating groups, 1 group among them 
get Excellent predicate, 2 group get Very Good predicate and 1 group Good predicate.  
 
Convention innovation with The theme “Light Up Your Innovation Beyond Infinity for the 
Golden Future of Agroindustry” also targets subsidiary company and affiliation company of 
Petrokimia Gresik. Totally available nine subsidiaries company Petrokimia Gresik which sent 
24 group of innovation. 
 
Lastly, Dwi Satriyo say that CIPG is a medium of appreciation management to innovators in 
the environment Petrokimia Gresik Group which has given real contribution and capable 
answer challenge agroindustry in the era of disruption and hyper competition moment this.  
 
"The company doesn't only just innovate however need various breakthrough for Becomes 

solution agroindustry and realize agriculture sustainable. Through breakthrough the company 

do many repairs and upgrades from side quality of product, business process, optimization 

technology, service, organization, and so on," concluded Dwi Satriyo . 
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